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Introduction

In contemporary Latin American History of Ideas a division is frequently made between a center and an identity tradition. The center tradition would emphasize the; we-want-to-be-like-the-center, meaning that the traditions are directed at how best to implement ideas from the center, mostly referred to either Europe or the USA. The identity tradition would emphasize the; we-want-to-be-like-ourselves, meaning that we need to find our own roots and lead ourselves. This course is an introduction to the main issues of the identity tradition.

The separation between center and identity appears at first sight a political and theoretical divide. But what is more interesting is that it represents a much deeper divide in the Latin American mentality, something visible not just in the history of ideas but also in general everyday experiences. The Intercultural approach is meant to draw forth this link between the theoretical insight and the common experience by relating the ordinary experience of the teacher and the students with the theoretical tradition.

The reason for focusing on the contemporary identity tradition is partly because this is where we find the most original distinction from the traditional western mentality and partly because this is where the most critical approach to Latin American is to be found, reflected both theoretically and in common experience.

This course will work with a limited number of texts of primary as well as secondary nature that displays central problems in the identity traditions in the 20th century. The modules will be based on different themes related to identity throughout contemporary Latin American History and each theme will be centered on the questions and the problems that have sparked its existence. Themes will include discussions on race, name, origin, authority as well as ideas on dependency and liberation.

The course will consist of discussions based on oral presentations in class by the teacher as well as by the students. Furthermore the students will prepare papers on themes that will be the basis for the presentations and the spark of the discussions. The presentations of themes will demand not just the theoretical part but also that each student presents a brief explanation of a personal intercultural experience with Latin American o Chilean society which draws a relation to the theoretical content. In doing so we try to ask the questions; how do these (theoretical) problems appear to us in real life?, and how can this add to our understanding of the theoretical content? The course is a didactic and intercultural attempt at relating our practical life world to our theoretical world.
General Objectives

To provide the student with a general and critical overview of the central identity problems in contemporary Latin American history.

Specific Objectives

To provide a relevant didactic link between personal intercultural experiences in Chilean/Latin American society and the theoretical content of the central identity problems.

What is expected from the student

Dialogical and pre-active participation in the reading and the analysis of the central idea-historical problems.

Methodology

Implementation will be through a combination of interactive classroom lectures based on the reading, the presentation and the analysis of texts with idea-historical content, and the discussion of these theories in light of own intercultural experiences.

The language of the course will be English.

Assessment

The assessment will consist of participation in class (25%), written papers (50%) and presentations by students (25%).

Sessions

The course comprises of several modules that are separated into central identity issues of idea-historical content:

- The question of race. Latinamericanism and indianism
- The question of our name and being. Ariel or Caliban.
- The question of progress. Development and dependency.
- The question of the origin of Latin American in History and Philosophy.
- The question of Authority, Discipline and Freedom in Latin American pedagogies.
- The question of liberation.
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